The boundedness and compactness of the weighted differentiation composition operator from the mixed-norm space to the nth weighted-type space on the unit disk are characterized.
Introduction
The space was recently introduced by this author in 1 as an extension of several weightedtype spaces which attracted a lot of attention in last few decades. For instance, when n 0, the space becomes the weighted-type space H ∞ μ D see, e.g., 2-4 , when n 1, the Blochtype space B μ D see, e.g., 5-7 , and for n 2, the Zygmund-type space Z μ D . Some information on Zygmund-type spaces on D and some operators on them can be found, for example, in 8-10 and on the unit ball, for example, in 11, 12 .
The
f is a seminorm on the nth weighted-type space W n μ D and a norm on W n μ D /P n−1 , where P n−1 is the set of all polynomials whose degrees are less than or equal to n − 1. A natural norm on the nth weighted-type space is introduced as follows:
With this norm the nth weighted-type space becomes a Banach space. The little nth weighted-type space, denoted by W 
Auxiliary Results
Here we quote some auxiliary results which will be used in the proofs of the main results. The first lemma can be proved in a standard way see, e.g., in 13, Proposition 3.11 or in 15, Lemma 3 . 
The next lemma is known, but we give a proof of it for the benefit of the reader.
2.1
Proof. By the monotonicity of the integral means, using the well-known asymptotic formula 
from which the result follows.
The following lemma can be found in 34 .
Lemma 2.3. For β > −1 and m > 1 β one has
A proof of the next lemma can be found in 35, Lemma 2.3 . 
2.5
Then D n a n−1
The following formula
where the second sum is over all nonnegative integers 
For n ∈ N the last sum can go from k 1 since B n,0 ϕ z , ϕ z , . . . , ϕ n 1 z 0; however we will keep the summation since for n 0 the only existing term B 0,0 is equal to 1 and we will use it.
The Leibnitz formula along with 2.6 yields
Hence we have the next result. 
then the following asymptotic relation holds
D m ϕ,u H p,q,γ → W n μ /P n−1 n k 0 I k . 3.2 Proof. First assume that D m ϕ,u : H p,q,γ → W
3.9
Applying Lemma 2.4 with a t 1/p m 1 > 0 and where n → n 1, we see that the determinant of system 3.9 is different from zero, as claimed.
By g w,k , k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, denote the corresponding family of functions which satisfy 3.8 with s m k. Then, for each fixed k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, inequality 3.3 along with 2.9 and 3. 
3.10
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3.11
Let
. . , n m.
3.12
Then clearly 
3.18
Hence by induction, 3.18 holds for each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. From 3.18 , for each fixed k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}
3.19
Inequalities 3.11 and 3.19 imply
3.20
Now assume that 3.1 holds. Then for any f ∈ H p,q,γ , by 2.9 and Lemma 2.2 we have
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We also have that for each s ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} 
as |z| → 1. 
